
12/30/71 

Dear Ed, 

dour undated letter with clips, poetmeeked 27, and one dated 27, eame today. 
I also expect Jerry to, so I'm anseuriag all the evil instead of contonuing the writing, 
to be free when he ie here and to avoid the inevitable accumulation. 

I've not read the clip, but the heads indicate they are interesting. I was so 
tired the nights of those NBC shows and the CBS oneon surveillance, that I doZed during 
all of then! I'd asked Jerry to get transcript:; and he says he is. I am aware of some 
of the importances. 

I dod notice the clip on Jones Harris. I suspect pregnancy might have led to 
the altar. I met her in I think 1969..I met limes at her apt., and it is clear he 
was spending the night there. She got me a room at a cheap hotel while he and I talked. 
This was before the apeoarance of Flammondels flackery, when it wan still being written, 
so I goes it was before 1969. I've not seen or heard of Jones since. (Local notices 
of his mother's new movie not flattering.) 

All your advice is good, your estimates are dependable except for one thing: 
there is no prospect for any commercial publication of anything responsible in any 
form. If it happens, it will be a fluke. So, unhappily, I've had to cast uyself in the 
role of the on who eakee the best and most complete record he can. TIGER might have 
been and may yet be the exception. I don't think that the kind of work you visualize 
c ar be done with maximum responsibility today, nor do I think its commercial prospects 
)uld be any brighter. It eight be more acceptable to the critic/whores. 

Except for a little work on the conclusions, POST EONYIL is completed. I've done 
the new concluding chapter to the panel part, I've completed an over.-long intro, and I've 
taken the conclusions to the panel part, which anticipated exactly what you are saying 
that long ago, and am reworking them to be the conclusions for the entire work. You'll 
find as much as I feel I can responsibly say of the military in this work, as it was 
from the beginning. 

I had hoped to cope with what you argue in making a deal for a condensation/ 
popularization, but that worked out to be a painful disaster from which our nerves 
have yet to-recover. Jerry can give you enough detail. 'erhaps we can get together 
when I'm in NYC which I expect will be 1/14 or 1/15 to 1/16, as I think I wrote (I 
note you have been masking the store's return address. Early retirement?) 

Harris always indicated belief of some ijafia involvement, going back to our 
first meeting, but he never said he was positive they did it. There is too much about 
him I don't know for any me,nineful aperaisal...What you say of Turner is no surprise. I 
think hoover did fore him befause he goofed things and I have no reason to believe he 
is any kind of agent(although the record could be persuasive that he is). Sothis vouching 
fir Skolnick is but another of similar stupidities...ionsense about the destruction of 
J.G.'s files. lie suffers secret shame, fallen ego and knows he did it to himself but 
cant face it. But security they never had, not even on him.when they were all terrified 
and they were horrified at my lack of fear. Strange jeopao that way...Sirhan/Process 
sL-ff intorestieg. Bud thinks there ::ay be connection. If and when you can lend Jerry 
these sources, I'd ai.eireciate his eeking zeroxes. Bud knew the 1205 Royal address. Jimmy 
didn't, or at least told me he didn t. Thanks for everything and best wishes for the 
corn; year. I'li have nore cooment-on Vince' stuff aid the Pentagon rapers when i sec 
you. I've boon nib ling away at them. 
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